"I absolutely believe that the Inclusive® Tapered Implant System is the simplest, most predictable and most affordable implant system that I have ever used. It will continue to be my system of choice. I will never use another implant system again!"

— Joe Bussell, DDS; Little Rock, Ark.

"I took an impression today for the final ceramic restoration on one of my Inclusive® Tooth Replacement System patients. The site of the Inclusive® Tapered Implants healed wonderfully! This was due mainly to the patient-specific temporary components that provided my patient with a natural-looking temporary and tissue contours, and I couldn’t be happier. The custom impression copings were very easy to use, and they made the entire process a breeze. I would highly recommend the Inclusive Tooth Replacement System to every dentist looking for an efficient and effective way to practice implant dentistry."

— Robert Klein, DDS; Kansas City, Mo.

"I would like to express my overwhelming satisfaction with the Inclusive® Tooth Replacement System, which made this one of the easiest implant cases I have ever done. Because I achieved primary stability and used the included custom temporary abutment and BioTemp® crown, I was able to achieve optimum esthetic results and cut down my chair time. Now I can offer my patients a more esthetic and biologically superior result using the Inclusive Tooth Replacement System instead of the stock components normally used. It is, for me, a very cost-effective way to deliver superior treatment with custom components for each case. I used to spend more time and money with other systems, but now I have a great alternative!"

— James Nicholson, DDS; Muskogee, Okla.
significantly improve gingival esthetic contours

INCLUSIVE
Tooth Replacement System

The patient presented with a fractured root on tooth #9. The patient wore a flipper, which served as a transitional appliance throughout the healing phase.

After extracting the tooth and placing an Inclusive® Tapered Implant, a custom healing abutment was delivered, allowing for immediate contouring of the gingiva.

Following four months of integration, the soft tissue had healed nicely around the custom healing abutment, exhibiting optimal margins and gingival contours. The crown on tooth #8 was removed.

Removal of the custom healing abutment revealed beautifully contoured tissue, sculpted throughout the healing phase to accommodate the final restoration.

The final Inclusive Zirconia Custom Abutment was delivered with ease and adhered nicely to the controlled tissue contours and margins established during the healing phase.

The optimal esthetics, margins and emergence profile of the final IPS e.max® restoration was set up by the patient-specific contours of the custom healing abutment.

NEW

Custom PEEK healing components now available individually

Custom Healing Abutment with Custom Impression Coping $120*

Custom Temporary Abutment with BioTemp® Provisional and Custom Impression Coping $159*

Single Tooth Replacement (Case as shown: $794*)

Includes: implant, drills, surgical stent, custom healing abutment, custom temporary abutment, BioTemp® Provisional, custom impression coping, final custom abutment and ceramic crown (delivered separately).

COMPATIBLE IMPLANT SYSTEMS
- Astra Tech® OsseoSpeed®
- Inclusive® Tapered Implant System
- Straumann® Bone Level®
- Zimmer® Screw-Vent®
- Biomet 3i® Certain®
- Nobel Biocare® Brånemark System®, NobelActive® and NobelReplace®

Reduce chair time while improving clinical outcomes. With the Inclusive Tooth Replacement System, patient-specific tissue management begins at the moment of implant placement to better prepare the site for delivery of the final restoration. Efficient, predictable, and adaptable to most clinical situations:

- Contoured healing with custom healing abutment
- Immediate temporization with custom temporary abutment and BioTemp® Provisional
- Complete-case tooth restoration from implant to final crown

*Price does not include shipping or applicable taxes.

For more information
888-786-2177
www.inclusivedental.com

GLIDEWELL LABORATORIES
Premium Products - Outstanding Value
The PhotoMed G15 digital dental camera is specifically designed to enable you to take all of the standard clinical views with “frame-and-focus” simplicity. The built-in color monitor enables you to precisely frame your subject. Focus and shoot. According to the company, proper exposure and balanced, even lighting are assured. By using the camera’s built-in flash, the amount of light necessary for a proper exposure is guaranteed, and PhotoMed’s custom close-up lighting attachment redirects the light from the camera’s flash to create balanced, even lighting across the field.

(Source: PhotoMed)
August is ‘Restorative and Aesthetics Month’ at Expert Dental CE

Use discount code on C.E. courses for entire month

August is “Restorative and Aesthetics Month” at Expert Dental CE. Throughout the month, all course takers will get 20 percent off any individual course or module. This could be an ideal time to learn from some of Expert Dental CE’s top scholars about essential procedures in restorative and aesthetic dentistry.

“We want our customers to get a taste of the quality of courses we have. We have two outstanding modules that provide a comprehensive overview of restorative and aesthetic dentistry and include such scholars as Drs. Jim Fine, Dennis Tarnow, Charles Goodacre, Graziano Giglio and Ron Margolies, to name a few,” said Expert Dental CE Managing Director Bill Martin.

Following is a list of some of the courses in restorative and aesthetic dentistry available at Expert Dental CE:

- “Buccal Plate Preservation: A Predictable Solution to Anterior Aesthetic Management,” presented by Federico Brugnami, DDS, and Alfonso Caiazzo, DDS.
- “Emergence Profiles in Natural Tooth Contour,” presented by Burney M. Croll, DDS.
- “Crown Lengthening: A Powerful Tool for Healthier Gums and Better Crowns,” presented by Jim Fine, DDS.
- “Achieve Excellent Marginal Fit & Cervical Contour with Crowns,” presented by Charles J. Goodacre, DDS, MSD.
- “Complex Prosthetics in General Practice,” presented by Ron Margolies, DMD.
- “Understanding Current All-Ceramic Systems,” presented by Mariano A. Polack, DDS, MS.
- “Periodontal and Prosthetic Management of Furcated Teeth: Parts I, II, III,” presented by Dennis Tarnow, DDS.
- “Computerized Dentistry for Private Practice: Abutments, Ceramics and Occlusion,” presented by Dean Vafiadis, DDS.
- “Contemporary Complete Dentures,” presented by Bruce G. Valauri, DDS, FACP.

To take one of these courses, visit www.expertdentalce.com. Use the discount code RA3510 to get 20 percent off any course or module in Expert Dental CE’s Restorative and Aesthetics library.

(Source: Expert Dental CE)